From Every Point of the Compass Comes the Same Cheering News—Tremendous Socialist Vote.

**FIGHT PREDICTED BY HANNA IS ON**


The battle of ballots for 1904 is on. The battle of ballots for 1900 has commenced.

Now that the atmosphere is cleared a bit and we can begin to figure out on results, four very important facts stand out: first, that even the most progressive politicians can see that...

First. The Socialist party takes its place as the formidable opponent of reactionists.

Second. The disfranchisement and utter collapse of the disorganized democracy.

Third. The passing of the prosperity party.

Fourth. The disappearance of the Socialist labor party.

In the organized party, which is comprised of the law and order party, the great weapon for the little competitor, the Socialist organization, as the expression of a principle of progress, has crystallized as a force that is not easy to counteract.

...draws demand new vitality of expression.

Advancing society finds itself in the midst of the three latter parties the ability necessary to handle these new problems confronting mankind, and the public is more than ever conscious of the fact that it is the Socialist party that is the representative of the people, the party that is fighting for the future.

Every Socialist will take courage as he reads the election returns. He understands that the battle-front has been cleared of the debris of the old stage, and that from henceforth until the hour of inauguration, the Socialist stands continuously on the western horizon, in the fight for the future.

From every state, from every county, comes the word that all the long preparations are being readied for the campaign of 1904. In Chicago, in every county, we have called a county convention to meet the latter part of November to perfect plans for a systematic distribution of literature from house to house, a school house campaign, a house wife campaign, and a class organization by voting precincts.

A Conservative Estimate of the Total Vote for the Socialist Ticket places the number at 800,000. The Official Count Will Add to This Number.

**HURRAH FOR WISCONSIN SOCIALISTS POLL 159,000 VOTES**

State of Illinois gives Eugene V. Debs a hearty cheer as Judge Parker.

Debs received a considerable vote—estimated to be half of what he received in 1900—as a Judge.

Judge Parker is not likely to be re-elected in 1904. In the Third-party movement of 1900, Judge Parker was the third choice of the Socialists.

In the Third-party movement, the Socialists gave their first choice to Eugene Victor Debs, who was elected in the Third-party movement of 1898.

Barley, Seventeenth, Wednesday, 1904.

The Socialist party has not been forgotten. It has been the object of considerable study, and has found that it is prepared for every eventuality.

...to be re-elected in 1904. It has given the people of Wisconsin a new and better party, and now it is the Socialist party that is the voice of the people.

In every town and city, in every county, the Socialist party is the voice of the people, the voice of the working man, the voice of the tenant farmer, the voice of the laborer, the voice of the Socialist party.
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Question Box...


THE APPEAL ARMY......
One That General Apathy Does Not Command
Always on the Fighting Line

BOOK TALK

Thomas Hart Benton

PARTY NOTES

To Whom It May Concern

THE CAMPAGN FOR VICTORY IN 1908 Has Begun

AND HERE IS AMMUNITION

US Patent Office 

Frisco System

Charles H. Kerr & Company
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In order to make a living, would be willing to do any one thing that he might get the chance of doing...
The Creation of Wealth

Since Robinson-Crusoë's experience was a favorite topic with political leaders, it's not surprising that the government's policies should be influenced by his ideas. Robinson-Crusoë himself, and many others, have expressed a desire for a more equal distribution of wealth. However, the policies of the government are often guided by the interests of the ruling class, who benefit from the current system of wealth distribution.

ELECTION RETURNS.

Jamestown, New York, November 6th

We have been in a club of Six-Month Subscribers. Next

DEBTS Vote Analyzed

Socialist Claim Many Corporations Have High Signs of Failure

GAIN ALL OVER THE NATION

Increase Throughout the United States

As estimated at an early Polling Station

from the Chicago Board of Trade

SOCIALIST VOTE IN COOK COUNTY

for Thomas G. MANN

Election returns from Cook County

Acceptable by an increasing number of people

Socialist principles are gaining ground in the states, due to increasing manufacturing and increased employer dissatisfaction.

Debts vote analyzed, the socialist party has gained momentum, and ambitious banks are in difficulties. The socialist party has been very successful in some areas, particularly where the banks have been swept into the hands of the Socialist party.